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Abstract

This research studies the contraction problem for data parallel languages. That is, we seek to efficiently execute code written for a fine grain virtual parallel machine on a much coarser grain actual parallel machine. This paper identifies issues involved in solving this problem. Three issues are then addressed in detail: efficiently implementing tasks to emulate virtual processors, efficiently scheduling these tasks, and reducing space overhead while maintaining data consistency among these tasks. In implementing tasks, saving a reduced register state at context switches is addressed. For scheduling tasks, heuristics are proposed that minimize scheduling cost and promote data locality. Minimizing space overhead using assumptions about the communication paradigm, runtime techniques and compile-time analysis is also discussed. Finally, experimental results are presented concerning one of the main issues discussed, scheduling. The results show that the proposed scheduling heuristics are both cost efficient and promote data locality for three different problems when compared to three other scheduling policies.
1. Introduction

This research studies techniques needed to compile and execute fine grain, data parallel codes on coarser grain multiprocessors. This is known as the contraction problem. Fine grain data parallel codes are generated by programming models that assume a virtual parallel machine with many more processors than the targeted, physical machine. By allowing a language to assume a virtual parallel machine, the programmer can specify a data parallel algorithm at a granularity appropriate to an algorithm and problem, and disregard how many processors the algorithm will actually run on.

The research addresses a specific domain of languages: data parallel languages. These languages are intended mainly for numerical computation. The issues that are studied are most directly relevant to explicitly parallel languages such as PC [3], or DINO [25], but may also be relevant to implicitly data parallel languages such as Fortran D [14] or High Performance Fortran [27]. It is assumed that information regarding how data is mapped to virtual processors and how virtual processors are mapped to physical processors is provided. This assumption is generally satisfied by such languages.

Within the domain of data parallelism, the research addresses at least three communication paradigms: Block-SIMD (BSIMD) with communication points identifiable at compile-time, BSIMD with communication points only identifiable at run-time, and the general send/receive paradigm. These three paradigms span different approaches to data parallel programming. (BSIMD is sometimes referred to as loosely synchronous.) In BSIMD each piece of data is "owned" by a single virtual processor. Each processor only can modify the data that it owns, but processors can read data owned by any other processors. The language specifies a "block" (e.g. a parallel loop), and modifications of data in the current block are only viewable by other processors after the next block boundary. Semantically, data is exchanged only at block boundaries. Processors that do not own a piece of data, read the version of that data before the previous block boundary, while the processor that owns a piece of data reads the current value of that data. Kali [22], DYNO [31], Fortran D [14], and High Performance FORTRAN [27] are some examples of BSIMD. Fortran D and High Performance FORTRAN can be viewed as BSIMD in their use of loop parallelism. In most cases, communication points are identifiable at compile-time in these languages. DYNO is an example of BSIMD where communication points are determined at run-time. This is also true of Kali, Fortran D, and High performance FORTRAN when index arrays are utilized. The general send/receive paradigm is provided by vendors as the default means of programming their multiprocessors. The paradigm is also found in languages like DINO where it is augmented with distributed data mappings.

A distributed memory MIMD multiprocessor is assumed in this research. In addition, machines that support small, low latency messages are well-suited to contracting fine grain code, which will have a propensity to generate many small messages. Therefore, support for such messages [13, 24] is related to this research but it is not our focus in this paper. When a low latency interface is unavailable, aggregation of small messages becomes necessary. Though aggregation is also part of the research, it is only addressed briefly in this paper.

One possible approach to the contraction problem is for the compiler to generate an equivalent, efficient program whose number of processes matches the number of physical processors. This is done in the SIMD language Dataparallel C [16], for example, by using for-loops to emulate virtual processors. This allows several virtual processors to execute as one process on a physical processor. This contraction mechanism is possible because the SIMD semantics of the language
state that no interactions between virtual processors may exist. Our assumptions are considerably less restrictive.

In fact, we do not take this purely compile-time approach to contraction in this research, for two reasons. First, it is difficult or impossible to efficiently contract parallel programs at compile-time as the complexity of the program or of the communication paradigm grows. This is particularly true for general send/receive code. Second, it may be more efficient to allow multiple virtual processors (as tasks) per physical processor to mask communication costs, even in models such as BSIMD [12].

For these reasons, we pursue a mixed compile-time/run-time approach to the contraction problem. In studying the contraction problem from this viewpoint, the goal of this research is to minimize the overhead resulting from contraction of fine grain computation. One source of overhead is the time it takes to switch between virtual processors. This includes the time needed to save the current state and restore the state of the next virtual processor. It is also important to reduce overhead due to scheduling virtual processors. It is imperative that the choice of which virtual processor to schedule next be made very inexpensively in almost all instances. Closely related to the scheduling issue is the overhead that can arise from poor use of the cache. Virtual processors executing on the same processor will have a high miss rate if the order in which virtual processors are scheduled does not account for locality of reference. Another source of overhead is the memory consumed in order to maintain consistent views of data among virtual processors. Virtual processors that communicate on the same processor will actually read and write data, as opposed to sending and receiving data over a network. One goal is to keep as few copies of this communicated data on the processor as possible. Finally, overhead may result from communication of small messages between virtual processors on different physical processors, if message latency on the parallel computer is high. Our goal is to minimize the above overhead so that it possible to contract codes where the amount of computation between context switches is as little as 20-40 flops.

The approach to task emulation taken in this research is to emulate each virtual processor with a task abstraction that is managed partly at compile time and partly at run time so that the time to switch between two tasks is minimized. The bulk of this switching cost is due to saving and restoring register state [1]. We consider two approaches to the issue of register optimization. Both of these approaches can be expressed using either continuations [11] or threads. Using different techniques, these two task implementations can result in the same register allocation, but will differ in how efficiently stack space is used.

In addition to implementing tasks, an inexpensive means of scheduling tasks is another key issue in this research. Scheduling accounts for a significant part of the overhead in contracting very fine grain tasks at run-time. We assert that, in this special context, scheduling can be performed at a fraction of the cost of traditional and more general approaches. To achieve this goal, we have designed a set of scheduling heuristics that attempt to minimize scheduling overhead by using communication patterns found in data parallel programs. Another goal of these heuristics is to maximize cache locality by scheduling tasks that share data consecutively when possible.

The proposed scheduling heuristics will be compared to scheduling policies that function independent of the application. We seek to show that the application dependent scheduling method as we propose is less costly and promotes locality as well or better than application independent methods. In fact, we seek to approach the data locality found in manually contracted code. In the "Preliminary Results" section, the proposed heuristics are compared to LIFO, FIFO, and random scheduling policies. LIFO and FIFO are inexpensive, yet provide no direct way of promoting cache locality among communicating virtual processors. A random policy will motivate the need to
address data locality in contraction. By comparing with these three policies, the proposed heuristic's success in attaining the seemingly conflicting goals of low cost and good data locality will be measured.

The solution of the contraction problem requires cooperation between the compiler and run-time system. In compiling virtual processor code, information needs to be provided to the run-time system. This information includes data to virtual processor and virtual processor to physical processor mappings. If it is possible, off-processor communication points should be identified at compile-time. Information regarding how data is stored is also helpful to aid the scheduling heuristics in improving locality of reference. In this research, we assume that this information is made available by the compiler since this is a reasonable assumption for many data parallel programming languages. Our future research may seek to relax some of these assumptions.

While this paper will focus on issues of task implementation, task scheduling, and reducing space overhead, additional compile time analysis which is beneficial to contraction will be addressed in greater detail in future research. In contracting virtual processor code, varying compiler transformations will be necessary. These include creating templates for data local to virtual processor code such that virtual processor instances can access this data in the heap, reducing stack space usage (when using threads), and performing the compiler analysis to transform code to a continuation-friendly form (when using continuations). Compile-time analysis also will be necessary to reduce space overhead and promote locality. For example, dependence analysis performed by the compiler can reduce the need for run-time duplication of data. Moving block points (when it is legal to do so) and postponing duplication until necessary are two means of accomplishing this. Both compile-time and run-time analysis will be needed in performing the message aggregation necessary for multiprocessors which do not support low latency, small message communication.

This paper is primarily a preliminary discussion of the issues involved in the approach to contraction outlined above. The next three sections discuss issues and approaches for task implementation, task scheduling, and reducing space overhead respectively. The final section presents preliminary experimental results on the costs of several scheduling strategies and their effects upon data locality.

2. Implementing Tasks

As stated in section 1, the approach that appears necessary for the contraction problem considered in this research is emulate virtual processors with a task abstraction mechanism managed partly at compile-time and partly at run-time to. The term task is used abstractly to refer to the emulation mechanism (e.g. threads or continuations) that is used. This compile-time/run-time combination is necessary because compiler involvement is needed to generate efficient context switches and reduce space overhead, while run-time involvement is essential to handle communication-dependent synchronization.

In implementing tasks, two key considerations are that context switch cost and stack space usage must be minimized. Minimal context switch cost is vital in supporting fine granularity. An important factor in reducing context switch cost is reducing the number of registers saved and restored at context switches. Minimizing stack usage is important because the potential for heavy stack space memory consumption is greater for fine granularity in multitasking models.

Two interesting possibilities in implementing tasks at the user level are threads and continuations. In this paper, a thread refers to a non-preemptive, light-weight, user level task which does not enter the operating system on a context switch. The second, continuation-based, task abstraction has its
roots in the language community [7, 17, 21, 29, 30] and has recently been applied as a portable, light-weight task abstraction in the Mach kernel [11]. Unlike the use of continuations in [11], this research considers only context switching within the same address space. The use of continuation-based tasks assumes that the code is restructured by the compiler such that for every receive (potential block point), there is a corresponding function that executes all the code following the receive. This function is called the *continuation* of current task. If the task blocks at the receive, the continuation function represents the functional state of the task. The task also has a data state which is stored in the heap.

When implemented in the standard way, as general purpose run-time mechanisms, threads and continuations have contrasting properties. Threads have a fairly high context switch cost since register state must be saved and restored (which allows register optimization). Continuations have far lower context switch cost, but are far less advantageous for register optimization due to the fact that functions are inserted at every potential context switch. This prevents the compiler from associating the code which would normally be executed when the context switch does not occur with the code analyzed to that point. Although the approaches differ significantly when implemented as stated, both can be improved and the differences between them become far fewer, when they are modified using compile-time information available in the special context of this research.

To achieve the efficiency that is needed in the continuation context, the compiler must cooperate in implementing tasks. In the case of threads, compiler cooperation allows the thread context switch to avoid saving and restoring unused registers. For a continuation-based implementation, compiler cooperation allows the introduction of register optimization by including the code following a continuation function call in the register analysis. (This requires that continuation calls save and restore the required register state.) Additionally, in the thread-based task implementation, the compiler can move data allocated on a thread's stack to separately allocated memory, thus allowing a stack size that more closely matches that actually needed by the task. Note that a continuation-based task implementation does not require this optimization since each continuation shares a single stack. Once the compile-time register analysis is incorporated in continuations, it appears that the only difference between thread-based and continuation-based task implementations will be stack usage.

Another interesting issue is that to some extent, effective register optimization and fast context switches are conflicting goals in this research. The benefit of storing data in registers [6] may be offset by the cost of saving and restoring these registers at context switches [1]. The difficulty is that a context switch may not always occur. At compile-time, only the potential block points can be identified. Whether a context switch actually occurs may depend, for example, on how long a message takes to arrive. Because a context switch cannot be predicted, we are left with two choices. One choice is to treat the blocks of code before and after the context switch as disjoint during local register optimization. In doing so, no registers would need to be saved and restored during the context switch. Another choice is to treat the blocks of code before and after a context switch as always contiguous during execution. In this case, those registers allocated through register optimization would need to be saved at the context switch. That is, only those registers in active use would need to be saved [28]. It is likely that the best approach will be to combine the above choices by allowing the compiler to decide on a case by case basis which to use. This judgment would be made based on how well register optimization could be performed on the said code block, the cost of saving registers on the host architecture, and an assumption that context switches will occur. This will be a topic of future research.
Our research will implement and test both thread-based and continuation-based task mechanisms to assess the issues discussed above. It should be mentioned that, regardless of how tasks are implemented, some amount of compiler optimization is lost simply by programming at a fine granularity to begin with. Register optimization may prove ineffective when compared to the resulting context switch cost and frequency of context switches. Additionally, manually contracted code would make copious use of loops (in simple cases), which would allow the compiler to perform a number of loop optimizations that may not be possible in our automatic approach. Manual contraction would also attempt to promote locality directly, whereas we address this indirectly. Our research will evaluate the effects of these factors.

3. Scheduling Tasks

In addition to efficient task mechanisms, a key to efficient, automatic contraction is very efficient methods for scheduling tasks. Uniprocessor scheduling heuristics are needed that attempt to minimize scheduling cost and promote cache locality in the context of the contraction problem. It has been noted that scheduling order is important to data locality [23]. Simple scheduling heuristics such as FIFO (first in first out) and LIFO (last in first out) scheduling can be used (see e.g. [5]), but do not take advantage of the special characteristics of the scheduling problem in the contraction context, namely, the availability of information about communication partners. None of the specialized and more complex uniprocessor scheduling policies that we are aware of (such as those which are priority-based) are both applicable to this situation and computationally inexpensive. For this reason, we have designed new scheduling heuristics for use in the contraction problem.

In this section, we will motivate and describe the new scheduling heuristics for the contraction problem, and discuss how they compare to a FIFO scheduling policy. By comparing the proposed heuristics with a FIFO policy, the low cost of communication-based scheduling is illustrated. The comparison is also instructive in showing that the effort in promoting cache locality is worthwhile and need not come at a high scheduling cost. An experimental comparison with FIFO, LIFO and a random policy is given in Section 5.

To motivate our approach, first consider a FIFO ready list scheduling policy. When a task begins or resumes execution, it is removed from the ready list. If the task blocks, another task is taken from the head of the list and run. (We assume that a task blocks on exactly one receive at a time.) The former task does not return to the end of the ready list until the reason it blocked is no longer applicable (i.e. when a message the task is waiting for has been sent). This approach has two undesirable characteristics in the context of this research:

1. For each scheduling decision, the task at the head of the ready list is removed for execution. When an executing task sends data to a blocked task (which was waiting for the send), the blocked task is added to the end of the ready list. Thus, the ready list is managed twice (on average) per scheduling decision.

2. When adding tasks to the ready list, no effort is made to order the tasks such that data locality is promoted. Thus, the resulting scheduling order of tasks may be arbitrary with respect to data locality.

In the proposed heuristics, the ready list overhead found in the first point is avoided altogether in most scheduling decisions. The overhead described in the second point is reduced by attempting to consecutively schedule tasks that compute on shared data. Before describing these heuristics, we define some terminology.
The proposed heuristics differentiate between two types of tasks: external and internal. External tasks communicate at least once with tasks mapped to other (actual) processors, while internal tasks only communicate with tasks on the same processor. Note that the terminology allows external tasks to also communicate with tasks on the same processor. When a communication primitive (i.e. a send or receive) communicates off-processor, it is referred to as an external communication (e.g. an external send). Likewise, on-processor communications are referred to as internal (e.g. an internal receive). We say that an internal receive occurs when the receiving process runs and reads the new value.

The new heuristics avoid the manipulation of a run-time data structure, such as a ready list, entirely in most situations. In particular, this can be done when it is possible to switch to a task's communication partner. Suppose that task A blocks on a receive from an internal task B. If task B is scheduled next, it is possible that the send from task B that task A is blocked on will be executed when task B next executes. If this is the case, then task A will be able to resume execution any time after task B suspends execution. So, instead of choosing a task from the ready list to schedule next when task A blocks, a reasonable strategy is to schedule the task specified in task A's receive directive. Note that this scheduling decision can be made without having to manage a ready list. In fact, the only computation necessary is to determine whether B is an internal, ready task. This information can be made available at minimal computational expense during the course of internal communication by setting the status of a receiving task to "ready" when the sending task sends the required data item. A mechanism similar to I-Structures [2] can be used for this. (Issues in implementing I-Structures in similar context are discussed in [26].) This heuristic will be referred to as "scheduling the sending task", and will be the first scheduling heuristic. Clearly, it has made significant use of the special information about communications that are available in this contraction context.

"Scheduling the sending task" does not account for every scheduling decision. Suppose a task blocks on an external receive (i.e. from an off-processor task). It is not possible to schedule the sending task since the sending task resides on another actual processor. As another example, suppose a task blocks on an internal receive, but the sending task itself is blocked. It is not possible to scheduling the sending task in this case either. A possible task to schedule next, which is also a communication partner, would be a previous internal receiving task. By this we mean an internal task which the blocked task has sent data to in the past, and which has not yet received that data. Note that there could be more than one task fitting this description, so the task the blocked task sent data to most recently is chosen. This heuristic will be referred to as "scheduling a receiving task" and is the second scheduling heuristic. Its implementation cost will be discussed later.

In the discussion thus far, two scheduling approaches have been utilized: 1) scheduling the sending task and 2) scheduling a previous receiving task. Both approaches are insufficient when:

"Scheduling the sending task" is impossible because the current task is blocked on an external receive, or the current task is blocked on an internal receive and the sending task is blocked.

and

"Scheduling a previous receiving task" is impossible because all previous send partners are blocked (on other receives).

Another scheduling option is necessary when these situations occur. So far, the heuristics have neglected external tasks which have become ready due to an external communication. Such a task
motivates another scheduling heuristic. By keeping external tasks on their own *external ready list*, the list can be used as a third scheduling option when "scheduling the sending task" or "scheduling a previous receiving task" fails. After an external task has blocked, it is added to the external ready list when the internal or external send the it blocked on has been executed. (This implies that an asynchronous receive handler for off-processor communication exists.) External tasks are removed from the external ready list when they are scheduled to run. Since this external ready list only contains external tasks, the cost of maintaining it is not as expensive as maintaining a list for every task (since this would imply managing the list at every context switch). In addition, scheduling external tasks in a separate ready list coincides with off-processor communication except in those cases where external tasks block on receiving data from internal tasks. Thus, the overhead in managing the ready list is often dominated by the cost of off-processor communication incurred when external tasks block on external receives (unless message latency is extremely low relative to managing a linked list). Also, external communications are assumed to constitute a small percentage of all communications in a fine-grain data parallel program, so this list is expected to be used for only a small portion of the scheduling decisions. Thus, the third scheduling approach is the use of an external ready list.

We expect to show in a future paper that the above three heuristics are sufficient for a broad class of data parallel codes meeting certain requirements (except in the termination phase of execution). These requirements are not formalized here, but this contention is supported by preliminary simulation results (see Section 5).

In order to account for all possible codes, however, a fourth approach is needed as a safety net. The fourth approach (referred to as *lookup*) involves finding ready tasks that the above heuristics were unable to uncover. It is described in more detail below. This fourth step is the most expensive, but should account for a very small minority of most scheduling decisions.

In summary, the proposed scheduling heuristics determine which task to schedule next as follows:

1. If the current task is blocked on an internal receive and the sending internal task is not blocked then
   switch to the corresponding sending task
2. else if there exists an internal ready task that has not yet received a message sent by the current task since the last context switch then
   switch to this receiving task
3. else if the external ready list is not empty then
   switch to the head of the external ready list
4. else *lookup* a ready task

These heuristics impose an implicit execution order on tasks that is based on communication dependencies. They attempt to utilize very inexpensive scheduling methods for most context switches, and to use the least expensive means of switching between tasks first. A goal of this research is to show that the scheduling of tasks using this approach has low overhead, and that the overhead is considerably lower than an approach which maintains a ready list of all tasks. Now we briefly discuss the cost of these heuristics relative to ready list management overhead.

Step #1 must test that the receive is internal and that the sending task is not blocked. The sending task is then scheduled. A comparison of the cost of this step to the ready list management code, on two representative workstations, shows that step #1 costs approximately 1/2 of managing a ready list.
Step #2 requires that each time a send occurs, if the corresponding receive has not occurred, then the receiving task identification be stored for future reference. Thus, when the task blocks, it need only check that this task identification refers to a ready task. Including the conditional branch in step #1, the cost, measured in the same way as for step #1, is approximately $2/3$ the cost of managing a ready list.

The cost of step #3 is approximately $1/2$ greater than ready list management when one includes the conditional branches in steps one and two. But since each utilization of step #3 corresponds to an external communication which has far higher overhead, this extra cost is not significant. Also, the ratio of external to internal tasks is typically quite low, meaning that step #3 is used infrequently.

Step #4 requires that a ready task be found among all tasks. It may appear that a linear search is necessary to find such a task, but in practice this is not the case. It can be shown that Step #4 will only be needed when the only ready tasks are those which have not and will not communicate with any other tasks, or when the only ready tasks are those which will not communicate with any other tasks. Our intuition from limited experience, is that these situations occur only during the final phase of most data parallel algorithms. Thus, both of these situations can efficiently be addressed by keeping track of which tasks have begun execution and which tasks have terminated, thereby reducing the computation needed to search for a ready task. Keeping track of this incurs a one-time startup cost and a one-time termination cost for each task, which is approximately equivalent to the cost of managing a ready list for each context switch in a FIFO policy. In addition to this one time cost, the cost of using step #4 is amounts to finding a ready task in this termination list. In practice we find that the first dereference yields a ready task. This research aims to show that this one time cost is easily amortized over all context switches, and that the use of step #4 is a very small percentage of all context switches for most data parallel algorithms.

In summary, we have discussed heuristics that reduce scheduling overhead by switching among tasks in a communication-based ordering. This should allow inexpensive scheduling heuristics to be used most of the time. In addition, since the proposed heuristics promote switching between communicating internal tasks and since communicating tasks often access as adjacent portions of the main data structures in parallel programs, the heuristics are likely to encourage cache locality in data references. To assess these heuristics, we are conducting experiments using a wide variety of communication patterns for the three communication paradigms considered in this research. Section 5 gives a preliminary indication of the performance of these heuristics on four applications using careful estimates of the cost of each step and simulating the resulting data locality.

4. Space Overhead

In discussing the scheduling and implementation of tasks in the previous two sections, the time overhead incurred in using tasks to emulate virtual processors was the primary concern. The critical issues included context switch time, efficiency due to register optimizations, and efficiency of the scheduling heuristics.

Contraction of a fine-grain virtual machine to a much coarser grain actual parallel machine can also imply a great deal of space overhead due to data duplication. In this section we briefly motivate this problem, and discuss some possible approaches to reducing space overhead.

Data duplication is often necessary to maintain consistent versions of distributed data among virtual processors. Assume first that in a general send/receive paradigm is being used, and consider a situation where a virtual processor (VP) sends the value of a variable to another VP on the same physical processor. Suppose the sender continues to modify the variable just sent. If only one copy of the variable were kept on the actual processor, the receiving VP would see the
subsequent modifications that the sender made to the variable, which is not the intention. In this situation, one copy of the variable is not sufficient to maintain a consistent view among the sender and receiver. It is not difficult to envision a situation where VPs communicate pieces of data to each other and copies are needed. Of course, such a situation assumes that a VP communicates a piece of data only once. An indeterminate number of copies may be needed if the VPs send/modify data over and over again.

However, the amount of data duplication that can be required is dependent on the communication paradigm. As illustrated above, a general send and receive paradigm could require enormous amounts of space to maintain consistency. On the other hand, the BSIMD model puts constraints on when virtual processors can modify distributed data, thus reducing the number of copies required. In this model, each data item is "owned" by exactly one VP. If a VP does not own a piece of data, any reads of that data item refer to the version that existed at the previous synchronization point (this version will be the same for all non-owner VPs). During a block, the owner of the data in the BSIMD model can modify its own copy of the data, but the values of this items that the other VPs use is not affected. This means that most two copies of each piece of distributed data are needed (one pre-block copy and one local copy for the owner VP) regardless of how many other VPs read the data, as long as there is global synchronization at block boundaries.

In general, the space overhead that arises in automatically contracting a data parallel program can be reduced by adding synchronization, using dependence information to postpone duplication of a data item, and constraining the programming model. We now briefly discuss each of the first two possibilities, and then discuss the third in a a little more detail.

First, if memory is limited, the contraction system can put a limit on how much duplication is allowable by forcing the computation to synchronize. For example, suppose that one is using an unrestricted send/receive model, and that no more than six copies of any one piece of data were allowed on the actual processor. Every time a VP encountered a send, a new copy of data would need to be created. When the number of copies reaches six, the run-time system could block the sending VP until one of its previous recipients of the same data item no longer needs its copy (because it received a new version, or it terminated, etc.). The tradeoff is that eventually this limit on data duplication may become a limit on parallelism. (Also, there is a theoretical possibility of introducing deadlock through this limit, but the circumstances that would be required to cause this seem highly unlikely to occur in real parallel programs.) If all of the recipients are unable to relinquish a copy of the data in question because one of them is waiting on an off processor communication, parallelism is lost.

Second, dependence information can be used to reduce space overhead. A simplistic approach to duplicating data is to create a new version of an item each time it is sent. This insures that the sender will have a private value to modify after the send. If the run-time system knew that the sender was not going to modify the data until much later in the code, the duplication could be postponed until that point. When this point is reached, it may not be necessary to duplicate the data because the sender yielded to receiver in the interim and the receiver is no longer reading the data. In other words, the data item should only be duplicated when it is a live data item.

Third, space overhead can be reduced by constraining the programming model. BSIMD illustrates a model where synchronization restrictions reduce data duplication. Only VPs which own a specific data item can modify that data item. This keeps the number of VPs creating versions of data items to one VP per data item instead of many VPs per data item. Even without global synchronization, this constrains the maximum number of copies of a data item to the number of times the same data item is sent by a VP. As mentioned previously, if the semantic constraint
imposed by BSIMD, that each VP must synchronize at block boundaries, is strictly implemented, this further reduces the number of copies of each data item to two. In this case data is exchanged between the virtual processors only at the block boundaries. VPs cannot continue into the next block until each of them has reached the block boundary and communicated the relevant data with other VPs.

It should be noted, however, that implementing this global synchronization that is semantically imposed by BSIMD, as in the more general case above, potentially reduces parallelism. Furthermore, synchronizing at block boundaries is not always necessary. A VP can continue computation past a block boundary until it first reads data:

1. which it doesn't own, and
2. which has not yet been written to for the last time by the owner in a previous block (when a VP modifies data for the last time in a block, it can send this data to the VPs which read the data in the next block).

Parallelism may be lost when it is possible for a VP to compute past a block boundary and it instead waits on another VP to reach that boundary.

A solution is to relax the synchronization requirement and allow VPs to continue into the next block as long as the above conditions are satisfied. It is important to require that the synchronization is relaxed only when computation in the current block by other VPs on the same actual processor is not possible. This requirement insures that data is only duplicated in those situations where duplication is necessary for the sake of parallelism. Relaxing the synchronization requirement exposes a tradeoff between space overhead and parallelism.

It should be noted that even with this tradeoff, the BSIMD programming model still reduces space overhead. Ownership of data insures that only one VP per data item need make local copies of data. More significantly, the model forces each VP to lexographically encounter the same number of block boundaries. This allows the run-time system to recognize when duplicates of data can be discarded. This problem is significantly more difficult in the send/receive paradigm.

In summary, by introducing synchronizations, taking advantage of dependence information, and using constraints inherent to the communication paradigm, the space overhead connected with contracting a massively parallel program can be reduced, and probably be kept to an acceptable level. Our research is exploring these issues, starting with the space versus parallelism tradeoff in contracting BSIMD programs that was described above. These results are not part of the preliminary results reported in this paper.

5. Preliminary Results

This section presents and analyzes results of preliminary tests that we made to assess the scheduling heuristics discussed in Section 3. Recall that the goals of the proposed scheduling heuristics are two-fold. First, the heuristics attempt to minimize the computational overhead in choosing the next task to execute. Second, the heuristics attempt to promote overall data locality such that the resulting cache miss rate is comparable to that of manually contracted code.

Three test applications were used to evaluate the scheduling overhead and cache behavior of the proposed heuristics when compared to other policies. These applications are simple Jacobi iterative solvers using these different stencils: five-point star, nine-point cross, and nine-point square. These applications are very common kernels in numerical methods, and are typical BSIMD applications. The results separated in this section are for a 100x100 grid per actual processor, with one virtual processor per grid point. Smaller grids were also tested, and led to roughly the same conclusion
except for unrealistically small grids. (One grid point per virtual processor is the natural way to program these algorithms.)

In evaluating scheduling overhead, we compare the new heuristics to FIFO and LIFO scheduling policies. Both the FIFO and LIFO policies demonstrate the use of a single data structure to store ready tasks. We seek to show that maintaining such a data structure is unnecessary and that by avoiding its use, the overall scheduling overhead can be reduced significantly.

In investigating data locality, we compare the miss rates resulting from applying the new heuristics to the miss rates resulting from the use of FIFO and LIFO scheduling policies. In addition, a random scheduling policy is simulated for each application to provide worst case cache miss rates. We show that data locality doesn't suffer from the use of inexpensive scheduling heuristics.

The test applications were run within a contraction simulator that we constructed. The simulator requires as input a virtual machine, a set of virtual processors and their data, and a mapping of the data to the virtual machine. After initialization, the simulation is driven by the communication between virtual processors. A multitasking library, Awesome [15], is used to implement the virtual processors. Awesome is an object-oriented library for parallel programming and process-oriented simulation. Although Awesome provides extensive support for simulation, modifications were needed to support LIFO and random scheduling policies. The Awesome package also needed to be modified to provide the contraction simulator control over scheduling. Awesome also provides an efficient means of attaining cache miss rates for various cache configurations since it directly integrates a version of the TYCHO [18] cache simulation software.

In obtaining the results below, the following assumptions were made. First we assume that the compiler has annotated where sends and receives between virtual processors occur, and which virtual processors are internal versus external. Second, in our measurements of cache locality, we do not include the data accesses by the run-time system. We expect that their inclusion would affect all the policies about equally. (In fact they might hinder the FIFO and LIFO policies more since these policies access more data in the course of scheduling). Third, we use a tool called pixie [10] to instrument the scheduling code and analyze the resulting execution trace to obtain the cost, in cycles, for each of the scheduling steps in the new heuristics. The code used to measure this cost is a conservative estimation of the code which will actually be used in a working contraction prototype since it lacks a few planned optimizations. The cost of the ready list manipulations performed by the FIFO and LIFO policies are also measured in cycles using pixie. The code used in obtaining the FIFO and LIFO scheduling is derived from the scheduler found in [4] and the resulting cost should be considered a very optimal estimation. The costs we arrived at are 24, 32, 67, and 53 cycles for steps 1-4, respectively, and 45 cycles for the FIFO and LIFO scheduling (which includes removing and adding an elements to the ready list). In the new heuristics, Step #4 requires an additional cost which is dependent on how many searches are necessary before finding a ready task. This cost is 17 cycles per search.

Table 1 shows the frequency and cost (in cycles) for each of the steps in the proposed heuristics, for 50 iterations of the 100x100 grid on each of the three problems. As mentioned in Section 3, a major assumption in designing the heuristics is that the first steps will be used more frequently than the later steps. In particular, it is important that the last step (#4) be utilized as infrequently as possible. The results show that, for these three application, step #4 occurs less than one percent of the time for the last two problems and 1.3% for the first. It is also important that, when step #4 is used, the number of tasks examined before finding a ready task be as small as possible. As mentioned in Section 3, we attempt to minimize these searches by recognizing that step #4 is usually only utilized in the termination phase of the algorithm (for these applications, the last
iteration). The number of searches is reduced by examining only the tasks which are still active. For the problems below, this approach has been successful. Two of the three problems always find a ready task without any extra searches (i.e. "searches" in Table 1 equals zero), while the 5 point test case has to examine two tasks on average every time it must use step #4. Note that even in the worst case, the first problem, step 4 accounts for only 3.9% of the total cost.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheduling Statistics for Heuristics</th>
<th>5 point</th>
<th>9 point cross</th>
<th>9 point square</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step #1:</strong> Schedule the sending VP.</td>
<td>375,452 (9.01)</td>
<td>386,889 (9.29)</td>
<td>468,488 (11.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step #2:</strong> Scheduler the receiving VP.</td>
<td>126,521 (4.05)</td>
<td>171,921 (5.50)</td>
<td>48,905 (1.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step #3</strong> Schedule an external VP from the ready list.</td>
<td>17,112 (1.15)</td>
<td>40,521 (2.71)</td>
<td>20,540 (1.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step #4</strong> Look up a ready VP.</td>
<td>6,898 (0.57)</td>
<td>4,663 (0.25)</td>
<td>5,152 (0.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra searches required for step #4.</td>
<td>11,832</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The frequency and cost of the proposed heuristics for each stencil on a 100x100 system running for 50 iterations. The first number in each box is the number of occurrences of this heuristic; the number in parentheses is the total cost in millions of cycles.

Tables 2, 3, and 4 show the results of comparing the data locality and scheduling cost of the FIFO and LIFO policies with the proposed heuristics on each of the problems. The cache results only address data locality for a specific cache configuration: a 16k two-way set associative configuration. A number of other cache sizes and associativities also were simulated, but their presentation here would add little in differentiating the cache behavior among scheduling policies, since the patterns in cache behavior among scheduling approaches were the same for the problem sizes tested. In the FIFO and LIFO cases it is necessary to choose a means of initializing the ready list. To this end, we show the difference in cache behavior and scheduling cost when FIFO is initialized along rows and along columns. The tables also show two results for both 2 iterations and 50 iterations. The results for two iterations clearly reflect the influence of the initialization whereas the results for 50 iterations are more indicative of the steady state.
Table 2. Comparison of scheduling policies using a 5 point stencil. (For this problem, manually contracted code yields a miss rate of 5.04%, random scheduling yields a miss rate near 40%.)

The cache behavior presented in these tables shows that the proposed heuristics are very competitive with the miss rates that one would obtain from the expected manual contraction, using a row-wise traversal of the data structure. In addition, the cache behavior using the proposed heuristics is close to the miss rates obtained using either FIFO policy, superior on the first problem and within 31% in the other two. LIFO cache locality is very good in all cases. In LIFO, as soon as a task becomes ready (i.e. the data it was waiting for has been sent), it is put at the beginning of the ready list where it is promptly scheduled. This has the effect of scheduling neighboring communication partners (similar to the proposed heuristics). In the worst case (Table 2), the heuristics are 58% worse than the LIFO miss rate, and are within 29% in the FIFO cases. Thus, the miss rates for all approaches are roughly comparable, with some advantage to LIFO and FIFO.

Table 3. Comparison of scheduling policies using a 9 point square stencil. (For this problem, manually contracted code yields a miss rate of 2.82%, random scheduling yields a miss rate near 35%.)

The scheduling cost, unlike the behavior in data locality, differs much more among the scheduling policies. The proposed heuristics are 28 - 62% faster than the FIFO policies and a factor of 2.5 - 4.6 faster than the LIFO policy. Not only is the difference in scheduling cost greater (in most cases), but this cost has a greater weight than the cache miss rate when comparing policies. For example, while performing 50 iterations in the 5 point, 9-point cross and 9-point square stencils and assuming a 13 cycle cache miss penalty (as suggested in [19]), the proposed heuristics would require miss rates of 26%, 10%, and 15% respectively (instead of the achieved 3-4% cache miss rate) to match the larger scheduling overhead of the nearest competitor, FIFO.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9 point cross dimension = 100</th>
<th>Proposed Heuristics</th>
<th>FIFO Init by row</th>
<th>FIFO Init by column</th>
<th>LIFO Init by row</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iterations</td>
<td>2 50</td>
<td>2 50</td>
<td>2 50</td>
<td>2 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache Miss Rate (percent)</td>
<td>3.67 4.02</td>
<td>2.82 3.12</td>
<td>3.36 3.43</td>
<td>1.49 3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling Cost (millions of cycles)</td>
<td>1.41 17.75</td>
<td>1.80 23.34</td>
<td>1.80 23.34</td>
<td>5.74 42.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Comparison of scheduling policies using a 5 point stencil. (For this problem, manually contracted code yields a miss rate of 5.04%, random scheduling yields a miss rate near 45%).

These results show that the proposed scheduling heuristics do a good job of maintaining data locality by scheduling among communication partners based upon data layout information from the compiler. While having data locality comparable to manually contracted code, the heuristics are computationally inexpensive. The low cost of these heuristics (an average 45% improvement over traditional approaches on the problems tested) allows finer granularity in contracting data parallel codes and will be an important tool in our continuing research on the contraction problem.
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